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Synopsis
Like new. No highlights. Very helpful.
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Customer Reviews
Having had the pleasure of meeting and interacting with Dr. Senger on multiple occasions, the man who literally wrote the book on theriogenology, I'm happy to have this book again. I bought it in undergrad, and before I knew my interest in vet school would be therio, stupidly sold it back. But hey, I got the newest edition, so I can't complain.

My wife is an animal science major and one of her animal reproduction classes required this textbook. The text and pictures are in high resolution and appear on what seems to be a high grade gloss stock paper. While paperback, if taken care of, this book should remain the best quality and should be able to be used for years to come.

This book has a lot of information on the reproduction of many animals and helps you learn the process. good book for college level learning.

This book made Veterinary Reproduction much easier than expected! Excellent pictures and well explained sections! Can only recommend!!!!
Great book, easy to read, awesome figures and tables to help explain. Loved the interesting facts at the end of each chapter.
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